Entry & Hallway

REPUBLIC OF DECOR
I was inspired by the Japanese legend of 1,000 origami cranes. The
centuries-old concept represents wishes granted from the gods for
happiness, good luck, and recovery of illness. A custom-designed
crane mural covers the walls of the bedrooms’ hallway. I selected
lighting and accessories inspired by folded paper and handmade
paper cranes, as well as created framed origami art — folded by
yours truly — to add the finishing touch! My hope is that by bringing
design elements inspired by origami into the space, I will create
positive energy and bless the families who visit with good wishes. I

DWAYNE BERGMANN INTERIORS

am so honored to be selected to participate in this project and hope
that this space helps to provide visitors with a sense of optimism and
strength.

The goal in this guest bedroom was to evoke a sense of calm and provide a much-needed
respite for the families of loved ones in the hospital. The overall cool, minimalistic aesthetic is

— David Fruscione

warmed with the elongating floor-to-ceiling natural wood canopy feature. We want guests to feel
an immediate sense of serenity when they cross the room’s threshold, so we chose a pleasing
mix of earthy tones, which are proven to positively affect one’s mood. The functionality of the
space — to act as a home away from home — was of the utmost importance, so we created a

Powder Room

clean workspace where they can virtually reconnect to life outside the hospital setting. We hope
the monastery-like space acts as a sanctuary where guests can free their mind, rest, recharge, or
find that moment of Zen so they may provide healing support to their loved one in-need.
— Dwayne Bergmann & Team

I go crazy for a spectacular powder room, it is the perfect place to have fun
and be adventurous. I wanted to create the feeling of an exotic getaway, a
place that allowed you to not think about your daily struggles. I developed a
custom-designed graphic wallpaper in bold colors, which I complemented
with an over-scaled hex tile floor. Gold accents add a bit of shine, and the
delicately beaded light fixture adds texture and sophistication. Sometimes
having a moment alone is what we need most, and I hope that this space
allows guests to escape!
— David Fruscione

